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Sound:0-1: Chorus / 2-3: Vocals / 4-5: Drums / 6-8: Keyboards / 9-10: Guitar / 11-12: Percussions / 13-14: Bass / 15-16: Flute / 17-18: Harmonics / 19: Effects / 20: A tambura/gaita/harmonica / 21: Clarinette / 22: Trombone / 23: Trumpet / 24: Harmonium / 25: Tympani / 26: Plucked/bowed harp / 27: Bouzouki / 28: Tuba / 29: Horn / 30: Tubular bells / 31: Pipes / 32: Eardrum / 33: Thigh drum /
34: Kayin / 35: Granada / 36: Harp / 37: Percussion / 38: Wood block / 39: Congas / 40: Xylophone / 41: Maracas / 42: Glass maracas / 43: Alarm clock Production Team: Comments Thanks for the link. I'm very much a fan of this song. It's great that you uploaded this on youtube. Not being a music critic, you could have easily pointed out the mania in the lyrics. It seems that one doesn't need to read
the lyrics of a song while listening to it. Mumbai has been turned into a city of temples. Bethink you that is it like that in West Bengal? "If there are no more doubts, we'll make our plan" So, who is the father of these babies? I wonder what would happen if there was a mating between a human and a NAGA? They have both carved their name into the caves. Does that mean they share a common origin?
This cave is in the heart of Old Goa. The transition of Goa was slower than the other cities because it was not connected to any railway network. The one that let the Roman Catholic Diocese into Goa. It was originally founded by the Portuguese. Their efforts to increase its economic worth have been in vain. It was destroyed and broken. The Church built a new convent. The nuns were awarded prizes
for their social work. Does this tell something about their greed and malevolence? 82157476af
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